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Beer events in Wallonia
Festivals dedicated to Belgian beer, breweries opening their doors to the public... Many
tasting adventures await in Wallonia.
By adding Belgian beer to its #link[taxonomy_term|2942|intangible cultural heritage],
UNESCO recognises how important this delicious beverage is in our daily life, as a
tradition, a terroir product and a way to celebrate life and important events.
There isn't, in Wallonia and Belgium, a festival, fair, picnic, birthday... without a glass of
beer brewed. It is not about quantity but taste and quality ingredients. Looking for a
special occasion? We have listed quite a few below.
Prepare your visit by downloading #link[taxonomy_term|3058|reduction vouchers].

The Château de l'Avouerie d'Anthisnes, for a historical
visit and its Beer and Pékèt Museum
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The Aulne Abbey
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Château de Trazegnies
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The Château de l'Avouerie d'Anthisnes, for a historical
visit and its Beer and Pékèt Museum
19 Avenue De L'abbaye
Anthisnes - 4160
Phone number (main contact): +32 4 383 63 90
http://www.avouerie.be
FTPL - P. Fagnoul
The Château de l’Avouerie d’Anthisnes, in the province of Liège, welcomes you for a
gourmet and historical visit.

The Aulne Abbey
Rue Vandervelde 290
Gozée - 6534
Phone number (main contact): +32 71 55 49 28
https://abbayedaulne.be/fr
WBT - S. Wittenbol
The ruins of the Cistercian Aulne Abbey are nestled on the right bank of the Sambre, in a
place beautifully called "Vallée de la Paix" or Valley of peace. The atmosphere is indeed
very soothing and calls for a pleasant walk.

Château de Trazegnies
Place Albert I 32
Trazegnies - 6183
Phone number (main contact): +32 71 45 10 46
http://www.chateaudetrazegnies.be
Charleroi Tourisme Gina Santin

Located between Mons and Namur, the Château de Trazegnies, dating back to the XIth
century, is a precious example of Belgian feudal architecture.
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Please check directly with the local supplier before you leave.
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